
Quiet on set please! 
Crews Control is in the business of crews. Whether you’re 
shooting a training video in Tokyo, a feature film in Chicago, 
B-roll in Paris or a corporate in London, they have the right 
people for the job, every time, any place. With one single point 
of contact to access a global collection of the best film folk in 
the business, they make it easy to find and work with the very 
best creative talent – whatever your film and video crewing 
needs, they make it happen. 

We love working with Crews Control for our own award-winning 
films, so  we were thrilled when founder and CEO Andrea Keating 
got in touch about a brand refresh. After 30 successful years, 
she felt it was time to look at the brand with fresh eyes, making 
sure it was working as hard as possible to help Crews Control 
to continue to stand out. External work isn’t usually our bag,  
but when a dear friend and collaborator like Andrea comes 
calling we aren’t going to say no! It was time for a little bit of 
movie magic in the Home studio.  
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What ever your vision we’ll work tirelessly 
around the clock to make it a reality.  
Your imagination captured.

6AM,
SATURDAY,
ONE WIG,
ONE COUCH,
ONE TAKE,
NO CLOWNING.

What’s my motivation? 
As with all our work, Crews Control’s employees were the 
starting point (and how great to get the chance to apply our 
‘from the inside out’ principles to an external branding piece). 
We developed a detailed picture of their values, their work  
and their passions. We used that to decide what should be 
reflected in the brand to clearly show what they do and what 
they stand for, while bringing in the breadth and energy of  
their work.

It was a brilliant chance to bring Crews Control’s spirit to  
the fore. They’re a creative, energetic and fun bunch of  
people, but the existing brand didn’t really reflect that,  
or their hyper-efficient brilliance. 
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Andrea had some initial nervousness about making a big 
change – after all, the brand had served them well for 30  
years. But because our research was so strongly rooted in 
Crews Control’s personality and people, she agreed that a bold 
step forward would increase their appeal, showing that they are 
far, far more than a crew database and really underlining the 
hyper-talented, hyper-friendly Crews Control difference. 

Hurrah for a brave client – we ripped up the rule book and  
took a completely different approach.
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Lights, camera, action! 
Just as Crews Control will stop at nothing to get the perfect 
shot, we went to town with bold, playful colours and a dynamic 
new logo. We tried to embrace the idea that a crew-member’s 
world is always moving – they have to react to any kind of brief 
clients throw at them, so we used the viewfinder device to bring 
focus, while the dynamic, playful new brand celebrates their 
diversity, personalities and talents.

Crews Control teams are known for pulling it out of the bag,  
no matter what the budget or timescales, and we used this 
positive, can-do attitude like a badge of honour to create a 
confident, bold tone and an energetic, vibrant colour palette  
to really celebrate their hands-on, practical mindset.

And that’s a wrap.
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OUR LOGO & TAGLINE

CREWS
CONTROL
YOUR
IMAGINATION
CAPTURED

Our tagline

The logo
One of the most important parts of our brand is our logo.  
It should appear on all our branded communications.  
There are lots of options to choose from for your design 
(always use the logo artwork files provided).

The tagline
The other core part to the Crews Control brand is 
our tagline. This is the basis of everything we want 
to achieve with the brand and communicate to our 
audiences. It can sit below our name, or appear as a 
sign off to end a headline/core message. 
The tagline should be set in Bold when written below 
the logo, not Heavy like the headlines. This is the only 
instance where Effra Bold should be used.

Our copy is this:
Fun, even funny, contemporary, quirky and creative. 
We’re not afraid to be lighthearted to get our point 
across. Simple. Polite. Genuine. We write sincerely. 
We’re always honest and clear. We say what we 
mean and mean what we say. Proud and confident. 
Professional, accurate and well written. Positive. Active. 
Motivating. Inspiring. Reassuring. Supportive. Inclusive. 
We know we do an amazingly good job and we’re not 
afraid to shout about it.
 
Storytelling
Where appropriate we like to tell stories about the 
lengths our amazing crews go to – to get the perfect 
shot. We do this by highlighting interesting challenges/
situations that or our crews experience on a daily basis.

OUR TONE OF VOICE
Not this:
We’re not uptight, but we don’t try too hard either. 
We’re not overly cool or wacky. We don’t show off, 
boast or mislead. We are not passive. We’re not 
corporate. But we’re not arrogant or cocky either. 
 
Tip
Use short, punchy sentences to add energy  
and oomph!

Need a team of globe trotters who understand what you 
need and work fearlessly to get it done? We’re ready to 
match your requirements with the perfect crew for the job. 
Your  imagination captured.

TWO HOURS  
OF DRIBBLING.  
ONE BROKEN  
SET OF DENTURES.
A SLAM-DUNK  
OF A SHOT.

CREWS 
CONTROL

Meet Effra
Effra loves the lime light – that’s why she’s 
the main typeface for our new brand.  
She’s bold, confident, fierce and full of 
energy, a perfect match to set in motion.

Franklin Gothic 
In cases where Effra can’t be used we go 
to our backup – Franklin Gothic in both 
Bold and Regular weights. It should be on 
everyones system already. This will be the 
case for our Word templates and PowerPoint 
presentations plus anything else in the 
Microsoft Office suite. 

So in every case we’ll be able to perfectly 
capture what we want to say.

Effra Heavy
Effra Regular
PAGE HEADER
Subtitle
Body copy

= 90% of text hight

100pt

90pt

Use caps for short stings & page headers

WE 
ARE
CREWS

OUR TYPE OF FONTS
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OUR BRAND
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“ I asked Home to revitalise our brand to celebrate  
30 years in business. I was nervous about doing  
away with our existing logo, which has served us  
so well, but I was blown away by their creative.  
Home absolutely nailed it. The new brand is vibrant 
and genuinely reflects our personality and energy.  
It’s also adaptable, so will help us highlight some  
new lines of business we’re exploring. It helps 
transition Crews Control from a service company  
to an agency – and that’s really exciting.  
 
The feedback from existing clients has been 
overwhelming, and it’s brilliant that new clients 
already have a feel for the Crews Control experience 
before they even pick up the phone. Here’s to the  
next 30 years!”
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Andrea Keating 
Founder & CEO, Crews Control
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